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                                                                                                        18 August 2010 
 
Dear Alison  
 
PETITION PE1288 – DR GODFREY JOSEPH  
 
Thank you for your letter of 2 June to Roy Sturrock seeking a response to issues raised in 
relation to Petition PE1288 during the meeting of the Petitions Committee on 1 June 2010.     
 
The Petition by Dr Godfrey Joseph calls for the Scottish Parliament to: 
 
“urge the Scottish Government to ensure that every NHS board has the structure, funding 
and capability to provide speedy, accurate and appropriate translation and interpretation 
services for patients and their families and that such services are consistent across every 
NHS board.” 
 
The specific questions asked in relation to the Petitions Committee discussion on 1 June are 
reproduced below with the Scottish Government response directly beneath each:  
 
• In relation to the recommendations made in the report of the Ministerial Taskforce 

on Health Inequalities, have these recommendations been implemented and, if so, 
are they being monitored? 

 
Recommendation 64 has been implemented as explained in the response of 8 January to 
Fergus Cochrane.  During 2009, a translation, interpreting and communications support 
strategy with clear outcome measures was developed and published on NHS Health 
Scotland’s website http://www.healthscotland.com/equalities/translation_interpreting.aspx  
 
The Committee will wish to note that the initial Action Plan for 2009/10 has now been 
superseded by a Programme Delivery Plan for 2010/11.  This is available on NHS Health 
Scotland’s website at: http://www.healthscotland.com/equalities/translation_resources.aspx.  
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The development and delivery of these Plans are carried out in partnership with the Joint 
Action Group.  The Strategy and Action Plan were also reviewed through an equality impact 
assessment. 
 
 
• Is it possible to incorporate visual interpreters online or on video into these 

services and, if so, what plans are being taken forward to do so? 
 
The great majority of language interpreting is currently carried out face to face.  A minority of 
interpreting for languages other than BSL is delivered by telephone.  NHS Health Scotland 
will develop draft guidelines to help boards achieve a balance between these two delivery 
formats.  As advised in the response of 8 January to Fergus Cochrane there has been 
piloting of videoconferencing within NHS Lothian in particular.  We understand that at 
present there are no plans within NHS Boards for taking forward interpreting online or by 
video other than for BSL.  This may change in the future, however, as technology develops 
and equipment costs, access, security and other issues are resolved. 
 
• In relation the online interpretation services being piloted for BSL, could this be 

extended to include other community languages?  
 
Telephone interpreting is made available within all NHS Boards as appropriate and 
consequently there is no strong demand for online interpreting.  However, as indicated 
above we are currently addressing equipment, access and security issues and in due course 
it may be possible to apply the learning from the BSL pilots to online interpreting for other 
languages. 
 
• Will you invite the petitioner to participate at the event you plan to host at the end 

of June on improving the quality of interpretation for stakeholders and service 
users?   

 
I understand that Dr Joseph attended the Scottish Government event held on I June.  A 
report of that event will be available shortly at:  
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/People/Equality/18934. 
 
I hope this is clarifies the position. 

 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 

SANDRA FALCONER (MRS) 
 
 
 
 
 
 


